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!
Queen of the North depicts the tragic event of March 21, 2006 when a BC Ferry, the Queen of the 
North, sank taking two lives. A sense of setting out on a journey is evoked in the first section 
through the consistent pulsing of drums and long held irregular durations in the clarinet. 
Organized chaos marks the second section with the clarinet and percussion performing sporadic 
unison rhythmic patterns. In the final section the clarinet plays a descending  quarter tone 
chromatic scale to illustrate the sinking of the Queen of the North, interjected occasionally by the 
bass drum. As the ship comes to rest on the bottom of Wright Sound, the piece ends quietly, the alto 
melodica plays a ship’s horn sound interrupted by three strikes of a ship’s bell. !!
Elliot Weisgarber’s compostions fall into two categories: works in the traditional American, 
mid-20th century aesthetic and works composed for a variety of instruments influenced by 
Japanese music. Empty Sky is a condensed transcription of a Japanese shakuhachi flute piece, 
falling into the latter category. Intended for meditation in Buddhism, the piece uses modified 
shakuhachi techniques on the clarinet like glissando, vibrato, and microtones. !
Weisgarber provides the following thoughts for the performer and listeners to contemplate: !!

A meditation on the Void – the Darkness beyond the star.!
The Voice of the Buddha!

is liken to the sound of a bell!
ringing in the sky!!

Fantasy in Five Statements is a set of miniatures in the tradition of the Second Viennese School 
characterized by extreme contrast in dynamic, tempo, brevity, and intensity. The composer draws 
specific attention to the mood of the piece in the third movement which has a descriptive title: 
“Come un imagio fantastico”unlike the other movements with tempo indications. !!
Using an echo effect created by a digital delay,  Ripples for solo clarinet and digital delay 
portrays raindrops falling, creating ripples on a smooth surface of water. The clarinet creates a 
polyphonic texture and interacts with the echoed sounds. Each section begins slow and sparse, the 
texture increases in density to capture the image of rain beginning slowly, getting heavier, and 
eventually subsiding. !!
In Memoriam op. 43d, originally for violin and piano, has had a number incarnations 
including solo clarinet, and clarinet and piano. Affected by deaths in his family, this 
work, and other works during this period, represent a cathartic processing of the 
composer's internal grief. In Parker words, this work is a: “more general expression of 
mourning and remembrance”. !!!



On August 5, 1755 Lieutenant Colonel John Winslow arrived in Grand Pré, Nova Scotia. He took 
charge of the local church establishing headquarters for his military operation to deport the 
Acadians in Grand Pré. The Acadians were imprisoned in the church on September 5th, 1755 
where they waited for ships to deport them to France. Between the Shore and the Ships uses one of 
Winslow’s  journal entries as the text. !!

All day long between the shore and the ships did the boats ply;! All day long the wains came laboring 
down from the village.!! Late in the afternoon, when the sun was near to his setting,!!
Echoing far o’er the fields came the roll of drums from the church-yard. Thither the women and the 
children thronged.!
On a sudden the church-doors!!
Opened, and forth came the guard, and marching in gloomy procession Followed the long-imprisoned, 
but patient Acadian farmers.!!

Steven Naylor uses the word Aboiteau, an Acadian word for an earthen dyke used to protect 
farmland from the high tides of the Bay of Fundy, as a: “metaphor for the need to resist the rising 
tide of English dominance that swept over Acadie in the 18th Century”. En montant la riviere, an 
Acadian traditional  song is sung in the middle section. The composer indicates for the performers 
to turn away from the audience to create a diffused sound: “like a the haziness of a memory”.  !

!
!

Aboiteau Aboiteau

La marée monte, c’est bien trop haut,  
Je dois construire un autre aboiteau. 

La marée monte, un grand bateau,  
il faut construire un autre aboiteau. 

La marée monte, c’est mon tombeau,  
il faut que je construise un autre aboiteau. 

C’est dans le mois de mai, en montant la rivière,  
c’est dans le mois de mai que les filles sont  
belles. 

La marée monte  
La marée monte bien trop haut 

La marée monte, c’est bien trop haut,  
je dois construire un autre aboiteau. 

La marée monte, c’est mon tombeau,  
il faut que je construise un autre aboiteau. 

The tide is coming in, it is much too high,  
I need to build another aboiteau. 

The tide is coming in, a large boat,  
we must build another aboiteau. 

The tide is coming in, it is my tomb,  
I must build another aboiteau. 

It is in the month of May, going up the river  
It is in the month of May that the girls are 
beautiful. 

The tide is coming in  
The tide is coming in much too high 

The tide is coming in, it is much too high,  
I need to build another aboiteau. 

The tide is coming in, it is my tomb,  
I must build another aboiteau.



Tout Passe uses a poem from the Anthologie de la Poésie Acadienne as the text. Energy and anxiety 
build in each of the three sections of the song, continuously increasing motion in the clarinet, but 
always returning to the opening calming motive accompanied by the text ‘tout passe’. In this song, 
Acadian endurance in the face of hardship dominates the poetry and music. !!

!!!!!!!!!!!

Tout Passe Everything Passes 

Sous le firmament !
tout n’est que changement, tout passe; !
Les jours s’en vont courant !
plus vite qu’un torrent, !
tout passe. !
 
Grande vérité hormis l’éternité, !
le temps est précieux. !!
Tour se flétrit, s’efface, !
rien ne résiste au temps; !
comme une fleur des champs !
tout passe. !!
Tout passe. !
Tout passe.!!
Comme le vaisseau qui glisse au loin sure 
l’eau, !
chacun prend une place et disparait un jour. !!
Tour passe !
comme une fleur des champs. !
Tout passe. !
Tout passe.!

Under the sky !
everything is change, everything passes; !
The days go running !
faster than a torrent !
everything passes. !!
Great truth: except eternity, !
time is precious. !!
Everything fades, fades, !
nothing can resist the time:!
as a wild flower !
everything passes. !!
Everything passes. !
Everything passes. !!
As the ship slipping off the water, !
everyone takes a seat  and disappears one 
day. !!
Everything passes!
as a wild flower. !
Everything passes. !
Everything passes.


